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My aims and Yours
 I am aiming to give each of you how to 
















Th A d i J l d i l e  ca em c  ourna  an  art c e structure
 Peer Review
 Persistence!!!!
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Authors






B f l i h t th e care u   n w a   ey say.
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“Only independent spirit makes good 
universities.  
Th t t t de curren  s ereo ype  
development method doesn’t work.  
Universities should be given 
decision-making power in 
administration and curriculums”
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Premier Wen Jiabao
SCMP February 4, 2010: A7
“  You can’t stop change from coming…
you can only usher it in and work out 
th te erms.  
If you are smart and a little lucky, you 
can make it your friend”
Barrack Obama
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Time Nov 17, 2008: 25
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Why do 
we seek to  
publish?
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Trust
 Seeking to publish in a community of 
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Publishing internationally
 Business Model Differences between China 




 Cost of journals   
 Peer review
 Plagiarism detection systems are now available
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“Steve enjoys coming to China 
because of its people.....”
Steve created 
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and owns 
this as  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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“Steve enjoys coming to China 
because of its people.....”
Steve consigns the 
IPR
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to a publisher for his lifetime 
plus 70 years
“St  j  i  t  Chi  eve en oys com ng o na
because of its people.....”
Steve always retains the 
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Publishers
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What is publishing ?




































New Publishing Business Model 1A
PublisherUser as Reader
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Librarian as 
funder
Why would you publish?
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Personal Subs Library Subs Separates
UT Pitt Drexel UNSW
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US all ('00-'03) UT ('00) Pitt ('03) Drexel ('02) UNSW ('04)
Print Electronic





h h GAPPt roug  
 ISSN easily obtained internationally
 International distribution very poor
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Where to 
publish??
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A’s and B’s
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A’s and B’s
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A’s and B’s
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Dimensions of a discipline literature
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Note: $/€ FX rate of 1.1322, £/€ FX rate of 0.7090
(a) Combined KAP/Springer entity.
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A Truly Global Industry
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O  Apen ccess
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h l bl h S ort‐term??...  Avai a e wit in institutions
 Long term??...  More fundamental revisions to 
scholarly publishing
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Drivers of cost per article:
Rejection ratesHigh Low



















All these costs per article have to increased by 33.3% and 16.6% = 50% to account for 
poorer authors and corporate free riders. This would make the average $5,700 and the 
Science charge $15,000 per paper, difficult for even funding bodies to afford Courtesy Colin Steele
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Creative Commons 
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www.creativecommons.org
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A Journal  the ,
Editor and the 
tres ……
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Reviewing





Role of reviewer    
 Response to the reviewer
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Ideas
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Next Step
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‘Rear Vision Mirror’






R t f h b a es o  c ange can  e 
determined
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Process of publishing
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..always attribute clearly using 
quote marks!!!
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Tests for viability of paper
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C t ith t i i j ti ommen s w  accep ance, rev s on or re ec on 
will come from this process
 If accepted, Copyright Assignment needs to occur
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Revisions




of what has been done       
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IR P bli h d i ft bli ti Ti  ..  re‐pu s e  vers on ,a er pu ca on.   mes vary.
 Moral Rights.  Legislation not in all countries.
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Papers of difficulty….





P t i b t i t f i t ti l apers on  op cs a ou   ssues no  o   n erna ona  
interest e.g. card to computer catalogues
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Peer Review
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What is peer review?








d bl is cre i e
 Is rigorous
 Leading to being authoritative
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 Peer review
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Future of Peer Review?
 New forms of Peer review
 Constant online peer review??
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Responding to Peer Review
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Finding a needle in a haystack
1. Manuscript or article submitted to 
iThenticate
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Direct Source comparison
By clicking on the 
percentage tab in 
the Source section 
of  the report, the 
source is displayed 
in the direct source 
comparison window
The matching 
text from the 
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NOW FOR A FEW ACTIVITY INDICATORS
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Downloads in 2010 by publication date
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Country Impact
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LM Downloads by year
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Launch of Library Management China
 LM China Issue was launched at SILF 08 in Shanghai
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Cover of Library Management China
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Library Management China Launch Ceremony 
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Extract from 
Professor Cheng Huanwen’s Blog
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Ho it gro s and its impact is et to be w    w          y      
determined
 Final business model is yet to be described
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The Editor now!
... and into the 
Future??








papers is a good way of networking and               
understanding future
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WRAP UP
 Have we achieved our objectives for this 
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Thank you !
Xi Xi Di jie e a a
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